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MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
GOVT.OF ANDHRA PRADESH

TELUGU
CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 100

Time : 03.15 hr.

సూచనలు :
1. రశ్న త్రంలో మూడు విభాగలు వ ంటాయి.
2. రశ్న త్రం చదువ కోవడాతుకి 15 తు,,,జవబులు రయడాతుకి 3.గం,,సమయం వ ంట ంది.
3. రశ్నలతునంటికీ జవబులు సమాధాన త్రంలోనే రయాలి.
విభాగము-1
Ⅰ.

అవగహన-రతిసపందన: (32 మారకులు)

1.

ఈ క్ింర ది దయాలలో ఒక దయతుక్ రతి దయరథిం వ్హరయిండి.

1×8=8 మా.

శిఴరహజింతట మేలముష఼ింగ ుఁ దెరలో – సనగహజింబ దదయాయలో
నఴసౌదయమితుుఁ బో లమ నయ యఴనకహింతయరతనమ న్ భక్ి గహ
రఴమ ల్ వ్హరగుఁ జూచి ఴలకె “ఴతుతయరతనింబ లీ భఴాహిం
దఴ ( భూజింగమ ుణాదేఴతలమ; మాతయ! సైరింుమీ తు !”
(లేదా)
వ్ేదురహణశహషి ర దవి నదవీయసయైన దద మ
తెద
ై ఼న కహశికహనగర హటకఠ శిఖాధిరూఢ య
యాాదన఼ వక్ి షింయమిఴరహ! యటురముతు లకెసషి షిం
జ్నాదరలీల రతనఖచితయభరణింబ లమ ఘలము ఘలు ఴన్
2.

క్ింర ది దయాలలోఒకదయతుతు తృహదభింగిం లేకమిండయ ూరించి,భాఴిం రహయిండి 1× 8 = 8 మా.
తూరమ తి లోసమ న తుల్చె ....................................................... గొలమెవ్హరక్న్ ! .
(లేదా)
తన చఽింభ ది మీద జ్చి.................................................. గ ించి లింఘించ఼ఙోఴన్
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రమాయణంలోతు ఒక కండ నుండి ఇచ్చిన కింర ది సంఘటనలను వరకస కరమంలో రయండి
4 × 2 = 8 మా.
అ.రహమలక్ష్ుణ షహతుడయ విశహామితురడు ' సదధ యవరమిం' ఙేరుకమనయనడు.
ఆ.ఙెైతవు
ర దధ నఴమినయడు కౌషలాకమ శ్రరరహమ డు జతుుింఙయడు.
ఇ.దవరథమహరహజుకమ ఴరి మానిం ింతృహడు జనకమడు.
ఈ.నయరద఼తు మాటలమ ఇింకహ వ్హలీుక్ ఙెవిలో ఇలమ
ు కటుుకమతు తృో రుతునయనయ.

4.

కింర ది అరిచ్చత్ గదయం చదివి, ఇచ్చిన రశ్నలకు జవబులు వరయండి..

4 × 2 = 8 మా.

భారతదేవు సహహతీ ురసహెరహలోు జ్ానఠ ురసహెరిం అతుాననతమైింది . ద .టైమ్స్ ఆఫ్
ఇిండియా వ్హరహి

తిరక

ఴాఴసహథకమలకైన

సహసృ

జైన్

కమటుింబిం

ఏరహటు

ఙేసహరు.. వ్హగదదవి కహింషా రతిమ, ురసహెర తరిం, దక ిండు లక్ష్ల రూతృహయల నగద఼ ఈ
ురసహెరింలో భాగిం గహ
1965లో

ఇసహిరు. 1964లో నెలక లబడిన ఈ ురసహెరిం ముదటిసహరగహ

మలయాళ రచయత జి వింకర కమరుప్కమ ఴచిెింది. భారతీయ .అధికహర భాశలలో

దేతులోనెైనయ రహసే భారత తృౌరులమ ఈ బసృమతిక్ అరునలమ.తెలమగ సహహతాింలో ముదటిసహరగహ
వివానయధ షతానయరహయణ, తరహాత డయ,,స. నయరహయణ రడిి ,రహఴూర భరదయాజలమ ఇటిఴరకమ ఈ
ురసహెరహతున అింద఼కమనయనరు.

రశ్నలు.1. సహహతీ ురసహెరహలోు అతుాననత ురసహెరిం ఏది?
2. తెలమగ సహహతాింలో ముదటిసహరగహ జ్ానఠ ురసహెరిం అింద఼కమననది ఎఴరు?
3. జ్ానఠ ురసహెరిం ముదటగహ ఏ భాషహ రచయతకమ ఴచిెింది?
4. ై గదాభాగిం ఆధయరింగహ ఒక రవన తయారు ఙేయిండి.
Municipal Schools A.P.
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విభాగము-2
Ⅱ.

వయకీీకరణ – సృజనాత్మకత్ : ( 36 మారకులు )
ఈ కింర ది రశ్నలకు నాలుగైదు వకయలలో సమాధానాలు రయండి.

5.

మాణికా వీణ తృహఠా భాగ కవి గ రించి రహయిండి.

6.

లేఖా రకయ
్ర న఼ విఴరించిండి.

7.

తిరజట తృహతర షాభావ్హతున రహయిండి.

ఈ కింర ది రశ్నలకు 8 లేక 10 వకయలోో సమాధానాలు రయండి.
8.

3 × 4 = 12 మా

3 × 8 = 24 మా

“లకు టూళళు రశహింత జీవిత సౌఖాాతుక్ ుటిులు మ” దీతున షమరధషి ఽ షమాధయనిం రహయిండి.
(లేదా)
గోరింతదీిం’ కథయతుక దయారహ ఴాద఼ధడు, రయోజకమడెైన య ఴకమతు మధా ఉనన అన఼బింధిం
ఎలాింటిదో విశలుషషి ఽ స ింతమాటలోు విఴరించిండి.

9.

సతయసరణిం గ రించి రహయిండి.
(లేదా)
రహమాయణ తృహరవషి యమ న఼ గ రించి రహయిండి.

10.

మహళల టు చఽుతునన విఴక్ష్లన఼, వ్హర మీద జరుగ తునన దయడులన఼ ఖిండిషి ఽ,
మహళలిందరు ధెైరాింతో మలగహలతు తెల్చయ జదషి ఽ కరతరిం తయారు ఙేయిండి.
(లేదా)
చఽడయకరుుతుక్, వీణయకరుుతుక్ మధా జరగన మాటలన఼ షింభాశణయ రూింలో రహయిండి.
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విభాగమ -III
III. భాషహింశహలమ:
11.

(32 మారుెలమ)

శ్రరమింత్ ఙొకహె తెలుగహ మలకు ుఴుా లా ఴుింది. ఈ వ్హకాింలోతు అలింకహరహతున గ రి ించి, రహయిండి.
2 మా

12.

ఈ క్ింర ది దాతృహదయతుక్ గ రులఘ ఴులమ గ రి ించి, గణవిభజన ఙేస, ఏ దాతృహదమో గ రి ించి
రహయిండి. ఉరుగ ణఴింతుుఁ దొ డు ు తన క ిండకహరమ ఙేయ నుడుిం

2 మా

ఈ కింర ది రశ్నలకు సూచ్చంచ్చన విధంగ జవబులను రయండి.
13. అ.

రభ తాిం ేదలకమ ఉచిత వ్హషమ కోషిం ఎింతో ఖరుె ఙేషి ఼ననది. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ షరన
ై
అరహథతున రహయిండి.

ఆ.

1 మా

సి ల
ర కమ షఽడిగమ లమ ఎింతో అిందయతునసహియ. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ షరైన అరహథతున గ రి ించి
రహయిండి.
1) నగలమ

14.

1 మా
2) గహజులమ

3) చీరలమ

4)

మటు లమ

అ)

శిఴుడు తయిండఴిం ఙేషి ఼నయనడు. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ రహాయ దయలన఼ రహయిండి.

ఆ)

విఴరమ లోక్ తృహమ వ్ెళ్ుింది. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ షరైన రహాయ దయలన఼ గ రి ించి
రహయిండి.
1) ఇలము ,ుటు

15

1 మా

1 మా
2) కలమగ , రిందరిం

3) తృహమ ,ుటు

4) ఙెటు ు , క ము

అ)

ఎటి కహరామ అుడే ూరి ఙేయాల్చ . గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ వికాతి దిం రహయిండి. 1మా

ఆ)

దక్షిణ దివ యమ తు సహథనిం. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ వికాతి దిం గ రి ించి రహయిండి.
1) దసే

Municipal Schools A.P.
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అ)

విదెద ఴలు వినయిం అలఴడుతుింది. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ రకాతి దిం రహయిండి

1 మా

ఆ)

సింసమ గొబలో ఉననది. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ రకాతి దిం గ రి ించి రహయిండి.

1 మా

1) గూబ

2) గాస

3) గ స

4) గూమ

17

ుషి కహలమ చదివితే విజ్ునమ ఴష఼ిింది. గీత ఉనన దయతున విడదీస రహయిండి.

1మా

18.

మా లకు + ఊరు అిందమైనది. గీత ఉనన దయతున కల్చ రహయిండి.

1మా

19.

కాశు
ు డు అరుజన఼డిక్ మసో కహరిం ఙేశహడు. గీత ఉనన దిం లోతు షింధితు గ రి ించి, రహయిండి.1మా
1) గ ణషింధి

20

2) షఴరుదీరఘ షింధి

3) అతాషింధి

4) ఉతా షింధి

మానఴచరతరలో ఎననన మ ఖామైన షింఘటనలమ ఴునయనయ. గీత ఉననదిం ఏ షమాషమో
రహయిండి.

1 మా

21 . మాద఼మధ఼రమ గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ విగరసవ్హకహాతున రహయిండి.

1మా

22.

1 మా

దాిందా షమాసహతుక్ ఉదయసరణన఼ గ రి ించి రహయిండి .
1) షి షమ దయరలమ

2) రదగలమ

3) కర తి తోు

4) జ్నద఼తు జ్బ

కింది జాతీయాలకు సూచ్చంచ్చన విధంగ జవబులు రయండి.
23.

మా తల్చు మాటే మాకమ ష఼గీవ్
ర హజా . ఈ వ్హకాింలోతు జ్తీయాతున గ రి ించి, రహయిండి.

2 మా

24.

తుముకమ తూరతి డిం ఈ జ్తీయాతున ఉయోగించి స ింత వ్హకాిం రహయిండి.

2 మా

25.

ురటిలోనే షింధి క టు డిం ”. అనే ఈ జ్తీయాతున ఏ షిందరభింలో ఉయోగసహిరో రహయిండి.2 మా

కింది రశ్నలకు సూచ్చంచ్చన విధంగ జవబులు రయండి.
26. అనాత మాడుట కింటే మౌనమ మేలమ - ఈ వ్హకహాతుక్ షరైన ఆధ఼తుక ఴచనయతున గ రి ించిండి.1 మా
1 ) అబదద మాడుట కింటే మౌనింగహ ఉిండుట మేలమ .
2) అబదద మాడుట కింటే మౌనింగహ ఉిండుట మేలమ కహద఼.
3 ) అబదద మాడుట కింటే మాటాుడిం మేలమ.
4) అబదద మాడకమిండయ మౌనింగహ ఉిండుట మేలా?

Municipal Schools A.P.
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27.

సన఼మింతుడు సతన఼ చఽశహడు .. ఈ వ్హకహాతునఴాతిరదకహరథక వ్హకాింలోక్ మారె రహయిండి. 1 మా

28.

ఈ క్ింర ది దయలోు ఴాతిరదకహరధక క్య
ర న఼ గ రి ించి రహయిండి.
1) రహయక

2) ఆడి

3 ) తృో య

1 మా
4) ఴషఽ
ి

29

చితరగఴ
ీర ిం చీమన఼ చింింది. ఈ కరి ర వ్హకహాతున కరుణివ్హకాింగహ మారె రహయిండి.

30.

సన఼మింతుడు షమ దయరతున లింఘింఙయడు. ఈ కరి ర వ్హకాిం కరుణి వ్హకాింగహ మారెనుడు ఇలా
ఉింటుింది.

1 మా

1 మా

సన఼మింతుతు ఙే షమ దరిం................................. ( ఈ ఖాళీతు ూరించి వ్హకాిం విడిగహ రహయిండి.)
31.

ఆ షింద ఎనయనళళు ఉింటుింది ?. ఇది ఏ రకిం వ్హకామో గ రి ించి రహయిండి.
1 ) రశహనరథక వ్హకాిం

2 ) విధారథక వ్హకాిం 3 )

హేతారథక వ్హకాిం.

1మా
4) ఏది కహద఼

32.

ఆహ! ఎింత అద఼ుతింగహ ఴుింది! ఇది ఏ రకమైన వ్హకామో గ రి ించి రహయిండి.

33.

మాస్కె లేకమింటే లోతుక్ రహఴద఼ద. ఇది ఏ రకమైన వ్హకామో క్ింర ది వ్హతులో షరైన జవ్హబ గ రి ించి
రహయిండి.

1 మా

1 మా

1) ఆవెరహారధక వ్హకాిం

2) తుషేధయ రధక వ్హకాిం

3) షింభాఴనయరధక వ్హకాిం

4) అన఼మతారధక వ్హకాిం.

* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
GOVT.OF ANDHRA PRADESH

TELUGU
CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 100

Time : 03.15 hr.

సూచనలు :
1. రశ్న త్రంలో మూడు విభాగలు వ ంటాయి.
2. రశ్న త్రం చదువ కోవడాతుకి 15 తు,,,జవబులు రయడాతుకి 3.గం,,సమయం వ ంట ంది.
3. రశ్నలతునంటికీ జవబులు సమాధాన త్రంలోనే రయాలి.

విభాగము-1
Ⅰ.

అవగహన-రతిసపందన: (32 మారకులు)

1.

ఈ క్ింర ది దయాలలో ఒక దయతుక్ రతి దయరథిం లహరయిండి.

1×8=8 మా.

తూరము తత లోసమున తుయౌి యనయమకమై నశించ఼ నయ
తూరమ ముతామట్ల
ు నయతూదళ షింవథతమై తనరచినయ
తూరమ యక్తలోోఁబడి మణితవము గహించ఼ షమించిత రభన్
బౌరచశ ఴాతత
త యౌ ట్ధము మధాము న఼తత ము గొలచిలహరిక్న్ .
(లేదా)
తన చఽ ింబుధిమోఁదోఁ జాచి వరఴణదవిందవింబు రిక్కించి ఴిం
చిన చించద఼ుజముల్ షముతకట్కట్ితూ మింబులన్ బూతుి త ోఁ
క నబో యథిక్ోఁ బెించి యింు యౌజీయింగహోఁ బెట్ి చిట్ట
ి ది గర
కచకన నరొకింద యడింగిండరర క్క యక్ిం గుించి లింఘించ఼ఙోన్

2.

కింర ది దాాలలోఒకదాతుతు పదభంగం లేకుండా ూరంచి,భావం రయండి 1× 8 = 8 మా.
ఆ యేమ! యొక రహణిలహషమున్....................................................... ఔదద తామోరవన్ జూమ ! .
(లేదా)
ఆకింఠింబుగ తుుద.................................................. శలోింఛరకమ
ర ుల్ తయష఼ల్!

3.

రమాయణంలోతు కింర ది సంఘటనలను వరకస కరమంలో రయండి

4 × 2 = 8 మా.

అ.

కైకేయ షవయింగహ తెచిి ఇచిిన నయరహచీరలన఼ వతయరహమలక్ష్మణులచ ధరిింఙయరచ.

ఆ.

భరతతతు అభారధన మేరకచ శ్రరరహముడు తృహద఼కలన఼ అన఼గరశింఙయడు.

ఇ.

శ్రరరహముతున త డర కతు రహలహయౌసిందిగహ కైకేయ ష఼మింతతణిి ఆజాిించిింది.

ఈ.

మింథరన఼ చిండయతుక్ ఉద఼ాకచతడెైన వతరఘనడు భరతతతు మాట్ యతు యరమించ఼కచనయనడు.
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కింర ది అరచిత్ గదాం చదివి, ఇచిిన రశ్నలకు జవబులు వరయండి..
రతయాక ఆింధర రహశి ర సహధన కొరకచ

తృొ ట్ిి శ్రరరహములచ

4 × 2 = 8 మా.
మదయరష఼లో 1952 అకటిబర్

19న బులచష఼ సహింబమూరిత ఇింట్లు తురహహారదీక్ష్ తృహరరింభింఙయడు ఙయలా మామూలచగహ తృహరరింభమైన .
దీక్ష్, కరమింగహ రజలోు అలజడి రేింది

ఆింధర కహింగష
ర ఼ కమట్ీ మాతరిం దీక్ష్ .న఼ షమరిధించలేద఼ .

రజలచ మాతరిం శ్రరరహములచకచ మదద తతగహ షమమలచ, రదరశనలచ జరితృహరచ రభుతవిం మాతరిం రహశి ింర .
ఏరహట్ల దివగహ యషశి రకట్న ఙెయాలేద఼. చిఴరిక్ 1952 డివింబర్ 15 అరధరహతిర తృొ ట్ిి
శ్రరరహములచ, తన ఆవయసహధనలో తృహరణయలరిించి అమరజీయ అయాాడు

చిఴరిక్ .. డివింబర్

19న రతయాక రహశి ింర ఏరహట్లఙయషత ఽ రధయనమింతిర జఴసర్లాల్ నెసూ ర రకట్న ఙయసహడు ఆింధర రహశి ింర .
ఏరడితయ ఒకక రోజు కూడయ ఆింధ఼రలచ మదయరష఼లో రహజధయతు ట్లికటట్ాతుక్ యలేు దతు మరచనయడయ
లెయితృో లహలతు చకరఴరచతల రహజగోతృహలాఙయరి

తెగేవ ఙెతృహడు

. గతాింతరింలేక కరననలచ

రహజధయతుగహ 1953 అకటిబర్ 1న ఆింధర రహశి ింర ఏరడిింది.
.రశ్నలు.

1.దయతుకటషిం తృొ ట్ిి శ్రరరహములచ తురహహార దీక్ష్ ఙయళహరచ??
2.అట్ి రధయన మింతిర ఎఴరచ?
3. ఏ తయదీన ఆింధర రహశి ింర ఏరడిింది ?
4.ై గదాభాగిం ఆధయరింగహ ఒక రవన తయారచ ఙయయిండి.

విభాగము-2
Ⅱ.

వాకీీకరణ – సృజనాత్మకత్ : ( 36 మారకులు )
ఈ కింర ది రశ్నలకు నాలుగైదు వకాలలో సమాధానాలు రయండి.

5.

షముదర లింఘనిం తృహఠా భాగ కయ గురిించి రహయిండి.

6.

కథయతుక రకయ
్ర న఼ యఴరిించిండి.

7.

మారీచ఼డు తృహతర షవభాలహతున రహయిండి.
ఈ కింర ది రశ్నలకు 8 లేక 10 వకాలోో సమాధానాలు రయండి.

8.

3 × 4 = 12 మా

3 × 8 = 24 మా

ధన఼ాడు తృహఠిం ఆధయరింగహ అరథనయవిం, మనసహతిం, గాసమిందయౌ ద఼విరితిం, ఴించనిం, రహభఴిం’ –
ఈ దయల గురిించి మరచ ఏరకింగహ అరథిం ఙయష఼కచనయనరో సో దయసరణింగహ రహయిండి .
(లేదా)
శయఴుల ింకింలో క్షులకచ, మానఴులకచ మధా ఉనన సహమాాలన఼ రహయిండి .
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వతయనవవశణ ఴాతయతింతిం గురిించి రహయిండి .
(లేదా)
శ్రరరహమ ష఼గీఴ
ర ుల మైతిర గురిించి రహయిండి.

10.

మరచ చఽవన లలు ట్టరచలోతు మన఼శతాల మధా షింబింధయలచ అకకడి రకాతి దాళహాలన఼ ఴరిిషత ఽ
మతతరతుక్ లేఖ రహయిండి.
(లేదా)
ఒక రముఖ వత ల
ీ హద రచయతిర మ తృహఠళహల లహరిషకటతసఴింలో ముఖా అతిధిగహ తృహలగొనడయతుక్
ఴష఼తనయనరచ.లహరితు మరచ ఏమ రశనించదలచ఼కచనయనరో ఆ రవనల జాబితయ రహయిండి.

విభాగము-III
III. భాషంశలు:

( 32 మారకులు)

11. రహజు కచఴలయానింద కరచడు ఈ లహకాింలోతు అలింకహరహతున గురితించి, రహయిండి.
12.

2 మా

ఈ క్ింర ది దాతృహదయతుక్ గురచలఘుఴులచ గురితించి, గణయభజన ఙయవ, ఏ దాతృహదమో గురితించి
రహయిండి.
2 మా

ట్లిగ తూవవరచిండు తన తృహయౌట్ న఼ిండిుడిచిినింతలో
ఈ కింర ది రశ్నలకు సూచించిన విధంగ జవబులను రయండి.

13. అ. రోదవలోక్ మరొక ఉగరసిం రలవవట్ాిరచ. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ షరన
ై అరహథతున రహయిండి. 1 మా
ఆ. మానఴుడు కహడు యడి నయగరికత బాట్ ట్ాిడు. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ షరైన అరహథతున గురితించి
రహయిండి.
1) ట్నిం
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అ) శరష఼స ఴించి గురచఴు తృహదయలకచ నమషకరిింఙయన఼.. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ రహాయ దయలన఼
రహయిండి.

1 మా

ఆ) నవతింర అతున అఴయలహలకింట్ే ష఼తునతమైనది.గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ షరైన రహాయ దయలన఼
గురితించి రహయిండి.

15

1 మా

1) మనష఼స ,సాదయిం

2) ముకచక ,నయవకిం

3) నయనిం ,కన఼న

4) తల ,మదడు

అ) ఆ గాసిం లోక్ తృహము లెయుింది. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ యకాతి దిం రహయిండి.

1మా

ఆ)ఆహారిం లేక ఎలచక కాశించిింది. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ యకాతి దిం గురితించి రహయిండి. 1మా
1) అననిం
16

2) తిిండి

3) ఓగిరిం

4) భోజనిం

అ ) యధయారిద యనయననిం షింతృహదిించ఼కటలహయౌ . గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ రకాతి దిం రహయిండి 1 మా
ఆ) చట్ి ము న఼ జాగరతతగహ చదలహయౌ, గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ రకాతి దిం గురితించి రహయిండి. 1 మా
1) చట్ిం

2) చ఼ట్ి ిం

3) ,ళహషత ింీ

4) తుయమిం

17

యమానిం తుట్ి తులచఴు నయ కూయౌతృో యింది. గీత ఉనన దయతున యడదీవ రహయిండి.

1మా

18.

ఆ జగత్ + జనతు మొకచకదయిం గీత ఉనన దయతున కయౌ రహయిండి.

1మా

19.

చిింతయకచ ు బాగుింట్లింది . గీత ఉనన దిం లోతు షింధితు గురితించి, రహయిండి.

1మా

1) గుణషింధి
20

2) షఴరిదీరఘ షింధి

3) అతవషింధి

4) ఉతవ షింధి

చింకఴతి ట్ి ణింలో షనయాష఼లచ జీయింఙయరచ, గీత ఉననదిం ఏ షమాషమో రహయిండి. 1 మా

21 . యదయాధికచలచ అధికింగహ ఴుింట్ే షమాజిం బాగుింట్లింది. గీత ఉనన దయతుక్ యగరసతున రహయిండి.
1మా

Municipal Schools A.P.
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దివగు షమాసహతుక్ ఉదయసరణన఼ గురితించి రహయిండి .
1) షత షముదయరలచ

2) రేగలచ

3) కొరతత త ు

1 మా
4) జానద఼తు జాబు

కింది జాతీయాలకు సూచించిన విధంగ జవబులు రయండి.
23.

ద఼రహమరచొల కబింధససహతలకచ చిక్కతయ తించ఼కటలేము ఈ లహకాింలోతు జాతీయాతున గురితించి,
రహయిండి.

2 మా

24.

“గజె కట్ి డిం” ఈ జాతీయాతున ఉయోగిించి సొ ింత లహకాిం రహయిండి.

2 మా

25.

“తూరచ కహరితృో ఴడిం ”. అనవ ఈ జాతీయాతున ఏ షిందరుింలో ఉయోగిసత హరో రహయిండి. 2 మా

కింది రశ్నలకు సూచించిన విధంగ జవబులు రయండి.
26.

యలవకశీన఼డయన రభుఴున఼ వేయించ఼ట్ కింట్ె ఴనలహషముతత మము - ఈ లహకహాతుక్ షరైన
ఆధ఼తుక ఴచనయతునగురితించిండి.

1 మా

1) యలవకశీన఼డయన రహజున఼ వేయించ఼ట్ కింట్ె ఴనలహషముతత మము
2) యలవక శీన఼డెైన రభుఴున఼ వేయించడిం కింట్ే ఴనలహషిం ఉతత మిం.
3) యలవకశీన఼డెైన రభుఴున఼ వేయించడము కింట్ే ఴనలహషము ఉతత మమే కదయ !
4) యలవకశీన఼డయన రహజున఼ వేయించ఼ట్ కింట్ె ఴనలహషము మించిది.
27

మానఴులకచ కళలత అఴషరిం ఴుింది . ఈ లహకహాతునఴాతిరేకహరథక లహకాింలోక్ మారిి రహయిండి.
1 మా

28.

ర న఼ గురితించి రహయిండి.
ఈ క్ింర ది దయలోు ఴాతిరేకహరధక క్య
1) లెయి

Municipal Schools A.P.
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శలహజీ కఱయాణీ ద఼రహొతున జయింఙయడు.ఈ కరత రి లహకహాతున కరమణిలహకాింగహ మారిి రహయిండి.
1 మా

30.

లహయ్మక్ రహమాయణయతున రచిింఙయడు. ఈ కరత రి లహకాిం కరమణి లహకాింగహ మారిినుడు ఇలా
ఉింట్లింది.

1 మా

లహయ్మక్ ఙయ రహమాయణిం ................................. ( ఈ ఖాయతు ూరిించి లహకాిం యడిగహ రహయిండి.)
31.

మరచ రహఴచ఼ి . ఇది ఏ రకిం లహకామో గురితించి రహయిండి.
1 ) రళహనరథక లహకాిం

2 ) యధారథక లహకాిం 3 )

1మా

అన఼మతారధక లహకాిం. 4) ఏది కహద఼

32.

నవన఼ తక ఴసహతన఼ . ఇది ఏ రకమైన లహకామో గురితించి రహయిండి.

1 మా

33.

లహరిందరికీ ఏమైింది? ఇది ఏ రకమైన లహకామో క్ింర ది లహతులో షరైన జలహబు గురితించి రహయిండి.
1 మా
1) ఆవిరహారధక లహకాిం

2) తుఴేధయరధక లహకాిం

3) రళహనరధక లహకాిం

4) అన఼మతారధక లహకాిం.

* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
GOVT.OF ANDHRA PRADESH

ENGLISH
CLASS-X

Max.Marks: 100

Time : 03.15 hr.

Instructions:
1.The question paper has 35 questions in three sections (A,B& C)
2. Answer all the questions on a separate answer book supplied to you.
3. 15 minutes of time is allotted exclusively for reading the question paper and
3.00 hours for writing the answers.
4. Answer all the questions of SECTION - B (Grammar & Vocabulary) in the
same order at one place in your answer book.
SECTION - A : READING COMPREHENSION
Questions (1 - 5) : Read the following passage carefully.
The last time the two friends met, Ray was in hospital, on his death
bed. It was a Sunday and Roberge, true to habit, arrived on the dot at 9 am.
“He had grown so weak that he looked frail as a child. I did not stay long,
and as I was leaving, Manikda said, Bhalo laglo [ it was nice]. Those were his
last words to me, “said Roberge.
One important fallout of this friendship was the establishment
ofChitrabani, a communication and film institute, the first of its kind in
West Bengal, which Roberge founded in 1970 and to which Ray, as a token
of friendship, lent his name as co-founder. Ray was in the first governing
body and after a few terms readily agreed to be the institute‟s adviser.
Roberge arranged most of the initial funding from Canadian agencies. “I had
no reservations applying for them, for I feel richer countries in the West are
indebted to countries like India,” he said.

(Rendezvous with Ray)

Now, answer the following questions
1)

Where did the speaker meet Ray the last time?

2)

How was Ray in hospital?

3)

Who is Manikda ?
A) Apu

Municipal Schools A.P.
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When did Chitrabani established?
A) 1970

5)

B) 1972

]

[

]

C)1975

What is the meaning of the word 'frail' ?
A) strong

[

B) weak

C) active

Questions (6 - 8) : Read the lines of the poem carefully.
There in the West the song thrush warbles
She weaves her nest to hold her clutch
A long wait now to find a partner
The eggs are laid, there are not much.
These chicks could be the last ones ever
The last to fly and sing and mate.
Our grandchild knows the song thrush never
Or will the dreamer wake ?
(Or Will the Dreamer Wake? )
Choose the correct answer for the following questions :
6.

The thrush is __________
A) a bird sing

7)

3×2=6M

B) a song bird

[

]

[

]

[

]

C) a song

The thrush could not find its partner. It indicates
A) the decrease in its number
B) the increase in its number
C) the growth in its number

8)

The modern man is addressed as ________ in this stanza
A) a cub

B) a thrush

C) grand child

Questions (9 - 10) : Read the passage carefully.
As a young cartoonist, Walt Disney faced many rejections from
newspaper editors, who said he had no talent. One day a minister at
a church hired him to draw some cartoons. Disney was working out
of a small mouse infested shed near the church. After seeing a small
mouse, he was inspired. That was the start of Mickey Mouse.
(Every Success Story Is Also A Story Of Great Failure )
Municipal Schools A.P.
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2 × 2 =4 M

Now, answer the following questions
9)

What was Walt Disney?

[

]

A) A receptionist
B) A Cartoonist
C) A Church minister
10)

What was the result of the inspiration of seeing a small mouse?
A) Creating Mickey Mouse
B) Attending Church
C) Creating great cartoons

Questions (11 - 15) : Study the following Pie – chart carefully
Viewership of News channels in a town (as % of total)

Now, answer the following questions

5 × 2 = 10 M

11.

How many TV channels are shown in the diagram?

12.

Which is the most Preferred TV channel for watching news?

13.

If there are 1000 viewers, how many watch India TV?
A) 100

14.

C) 300

[

]

[

]

[

]

What is the percentage of viewers who watch zee News?
A) 13%

15.

B) 200
B) 15%

C) 25%

State which of the following sentences is correct
A) The viewership of AajTak is double that of Zee News
B) The viewership of AajTak is double that of India TV
C) The Viewership of AajTak is half of that of NDTV
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SECTION – B: GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY

Note : Answer all the questions of Section - B in the same order at one
place in your answer book.
16)

Combine the following sentences using 'Who'

2M

Wangari Maathai is an environmental Activist . She started the Green
Belt Movement
17)

Change the following sentence into 'passive voice '

2M

The king ordered the potter to lead the Army
18)

Combine the following sentences using 'Since'

2M

He wanted to stay at home for some more days. He wanted to apply
for Leave
19)

Fill in the blanks with suitable preposition / prepositional
phrases given in the brackets.

2×1=2M

A) Madhu got a job ________ his abilities and skills
[instead of / by means of ]
B) Ramu was afraid __________ his enemies [ of / for]
20)

Fill in the blanks with suitable form of verbs given in brackets
2 × 1= 2 M
Grand pa_______ [give] It to your mother before he ______ [die]

21)
22)

Your friend who rides motorcycle doesn't use a helmet
Advise him / her to use a helmet

2M

Change the following into a polite request

2M

You to the postmaster : What is the pin code of Hyderabad?
23)

What does the following sentences mean?

2 × 1= 2 M

Choose the right answer and write it in your answer book
i)

ii)

Can I carry the bag for you?
A) Giving a advise

[

]

B) Making a request [

]

C) Giving a suggestion

[

]

D) Making an offer [

]

Would you mind closing the door?
A) Giving permission

[

]

B) Making a request [

]

C) Seeking permission

[

]

D) Asking a question [

]
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Read the paragraph and write the synonyms of the underlined
words Choosing from the words given in the box

4×1=4M

Famous, documents, noticed, friends, upset, search

One Sunday morning, Roberge found [a] Ray in a disturbed [b] mood.
A few well- known [c] personalities of the city had visited him earlier to
go through some of his manuscripts [d]

25)

Read the paragraph and match the words under ‘A’ with their
antonyms under ‘B” write your answers and their corresponding
4 × 1 =4 M

numbers in the answer book

Mrs Slater: I'm amazed at you, Victroia . I really am. Be off now, and
change your dress before your Aunt Elizabeth and your uncle Ben
Come. It would never do for them to find you in colours with
grandfather lying dead, upstairs.
A

B

a)

Come

[

]

1)

After

b)

Never

[

]

2)

Alive

C)

Before

[

]

3)

Shallow

d)

Dead

[

]

4)

Always

[

]

5)

Down stairs

6)

go
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Fill in the blanks with the right form of the words given in the
brackets

4×1=4M

"The Challenges in our lives are there to ________[a] [ Strengthen /
Strengthens / strengthening] our convictions. They are not there to
run us over" said Nick. In 1990 Nick won the _______[b] [ Australia /
Australian / Australasion] Young Citizen of the Year award for his
_________[c] [ brave / bravely/ bravery ] and __________ [d] [preserve
/ perseverance / perseruade]
27) Complete the following spellings with ‘au,ca,oa,ei,ee,uo’ 2 × 1 = 2M
It was a unique fr_ _ndship [a] that developed between a FrenchCanadian Priest and one of the world‟s gr _ _ test [b] film directors.
28) Complete the words with correct suffixes given in brackets.2 ×1=2M
The three legs : One leg is peace, the other leg is good govern _______
[ance / ment], the third leg is sustain ________[ed/able] management
of resources.
29.

30.

Find the wrong spelt word and write the correct spelling. 2×1=2 M
A) mainstream, deeisin, distract, disability

Ans:- _________

B) artist, endorce, accusation, detractor

Ans:- _________

Read the following entry of the word ‘loyal’ given below 2×1=2M
Loyal /ˈlɔɪəl/ adj -[to sb / sth] remaining faithful to sb / sth
and supporting them or it SYN true : a loyal friend / supporter. She
has always remained loyal to her political principles. OPP disloyalloy.al.ly /ˈlɔɪ.ə.li/ adu
Now, answer the following questions using the information above
a) What is the part of speech of the word „ loyal ‟?
b) Write the antonym of the word „ loyal „
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Arrange the following words under correct headings 8 × ¼ = 2 M
Ding – dong, boo-boo, chop-chop, lip-lop, chit-chat, chuk-chuk,
Ta-ta, see-saw

32.

Duplicative

Alliterative

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

Match the following one word substitutes in PART–A with their
meanings in PART -B ( Write only the number and their corresponding
letters in your answer book.)

4×½=2M

Part - A

Part - B

1)

Mercenary

[

]

a)

Words in scribed on a
tomb

2)

Misogynist

[

]

b)

a person who can do
anything for money

3)

Teetotaler

[

]

c)

a person who solves
problems in a practical
and sensible way

4)

Theist

[

]

c)

one who abstains from
taking alcohol

[

]

d)

One who believes in
god

e)

One who hates women
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SECTION - C : CREATIVE EXPRESSION

33. A) In the lesson “The Dear Departed” Mr. Abel Merry weather made a
Shocking announcement at the end. Amelia and Elizabeth were
shocked at this.
Write

a

possible

conversation

between

Amelia

highlighting the events that took place in their family.

and

Elizabeth
10M

( OR )
B) You‟ve read that in Ponnimanthuri village the leather factories
Discharged chemicals into the environment. Through the chimneys of
the Factories chemical dust was emitted and fell on earth for miles
around, polluting the earth and making them barren. You are
Vijayasama, a victim of this chemicals pollution.
Now, writes your feelings in the form of a diary entry
34.
A) The Climatic conditions are Changing very fast. The day
temperatures are reaching terrible levels. The pattern of rainfall is not
the same every year. Everyone in the society is worried, you feel that
we have to act immediately to do something to improve weather
conditions.
Write a letter to your friend K. Ramesh explaining to him the
importance of planting trees, rain harvesting techniques like soaking
pits and prevention of wastage of water

10M

(OR)
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b)

Write the Biographical sketch of General Bipin Rawat, the first
chief of Defence staff

Birth

: 16 march 1958

Birth Place

: Pauri, uttar Pradesh

Primary Education

: Combrian Hall school Dehradun

Graduation

: Indian MilitryAcadamy

Higher Command Course

: United States Army Command
Course

Spouse

: MadhulikaRowal

Children

: 2

Branch / service

: Indian Army

Rank

: General

Unit

: 5/11 Gorkha Rifles

Awards

: Param vishishtseva medal
Uttam yudh seva medal
Ati vishisht seva medal
Sena medal
Padma

Vibhushan [2022]

Posthumous
Death

35.

: 8 December 2021 in helicopter Crash

A) Read the following passage carefully focusing on the underlined
parts
There is one difference, however. Outside Mr.Nana‟s front are
there large empty metal drums, the bright red paint now flaking
away, but the skull and crossbones symbol (A) clearly visible on each.
And in a clearing 200m away from the village, next to a stream (B)
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that the villagers get their drinking water from, is an enormous
pyramid of identical drums, (C) reaching to the sky some of them are
badly corroded (D) their slimy contents of various colours – grey, dark
green, bright orange, etc. leaking out, down on to the baked African
earth and into the stream. (E) some have fallen down and rolled –

or

been rolled by playful children – into the bush. Some are smoking in
the midday heat. Some are swelling as if their contorts are bursting to
get out. Some have already burst.
Now, frame „WH‟ questions to get the underlined part as answers.
10 M
(OR)
B) Study the following bar diagram carefully.

60%

Grades of students of class X in SA 1 Examination
50%

50%
40%
30%

25%

20%

12%

10%
0%

11%
2%

A

B

C

D

E

Note : X axis = grades of students; Y axis = percentages of students
Now write a paragraph describing the information depicted in the bar
diagram above.

* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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Instructions :
1. The question paper has 35 questions in three sections (A, B & C)
2. Answer all the questions on a separate answer book supplied to you.
3. 15 minutes of time is allotted exclusively for reading the question paper and
3.00 hours for writing the answers.
4. Answer all the questions of SECTION - B (Grammar & Vocabulary) in the
same order at one place in your answer book.
SECTION - A : READING COMPREHENSION
Questions (1 - 5) : Read the following passage carefully.
His disability came without any medical explanation – a rare
occurrence called Phocomelia – and Nick and his parents spent many years
asking why this cruel trick would happen of them. 'My mother was a nurse
and she did everything right during pregnancy but she still blamed herself, '
he said .
'It was so hard for them but night from the start they did their best to
make me independent.
'My dad put me in the water at 18 months and
how to swim.'
Now, answer the following questions
1.

What was nick's mother?

2.

How did his father teach Nick Swimming?

3.

Nick mother blamed herself for ………...

gave the courage to learn
(Attitude Is Altitude)
5 × 2 = 10 M

[

]

[

]

A) not taking healthy food
B) not doing right during pregnancy
C) not predicting Phocomelia
4.

What is Phocomelia ?
A) hereditary disability
B) a rare occurrence
C) disability without medical explanation
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It was so hard for them …….. what is so hard for them

[

]

A) making Nick independent
B) Sending Nick to mainstream School
C) Having disabled son
Questions (6 - 8) : Read the lines of the poem carefully.
Once upon a time, son
They used to laugh with their heart
And laugh with their eyes
But now they only laugh with their teeth
While their ice block cold eyes
Search behind my shadow
(Once Upon A Time )
Choose the correct answer for the following questions : 3 × 2 = 6 M
6)

In the stanza Conversation is between…….

[

]

A) a father and his son
B) father and mother
C) between two friends
7)

In the above stanza the poet talking about

[

]

[

]

A) hypocrisy of past people
B) hypocrisy of present people
C) about his childhood
8)

What is the expression ice – block – cold eyes
A) Expression less eyes

B) wet eyes

C) very cold eyes

Questions (9 - 10) : Read the passage carefully.
But one day while scrubbing the floor, the house wife suddenly asked
herself, 'What is my name?' The query shook her up. Leaving the
mopping cloth and muggu basket there itself she stood near window
scratching her head, lost in thoughts. 'What is my name ---what is my
name ? The house across the road carried a name - board, Mrs M.
Suhasini, M.A, Ph.D., Principal, 'X' Collage. Yes she too had a
name as he neighbour did -- ' How could I forget like that? In my
scrubbing zeal I have forgotten my name.
(What Is My Name )
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Now, answer the following questions
9)

2 × 2 =4 M

What did the house wife forget?

[

]

[

]

A) Scrubbing the floor
B) her name
C) making muggulu after mopping
10)

Why did the house forget the name?
A) because of her house hold works.
B) because of job
C) due to her scrubbing zeal
Questions (11 - 15) : Study the following table carefully
Students name

favourite colour

favourite food

Ramya

blue

Pizza

Reshma

Red

Biriyani

Kavitha

Green

Ice-Cream

Renu

Red

Sweets

Riya

Black

Chocolates

Now, answer the following questions
11.

What does the table shows?

12.

What is the favourite food of Renu?

13.

Blue is the favourite Colour of ………….
A) Ramya

14.

B) Biryani

[

]

[

]

[

]

C) Riya

Reeshma's Favourite food is ……………
A) Ice – Cream

15.

B) Renu

5 × 2 = 10M

C) Sweets

Choose the True Statement among the following
A) Kavitha likes Pizza
B) Riya doesn‟t like chocolates
C) Red is the favourite colour of Reshma and Renu
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SECTION – B: GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY

Note : Answer all the questions of Section - B in the same order at one
place in your answer book.
16)

Combine the following sentences using 'Who'

2M

Nick is a disabled man. He became a motivational speaker.
17)

Change the following sentence into 'passive voice '

2M

Father Carried my luggage
18)

Combine the following sentences using 'As'

2M

The narrator came to his village. His marriage was
arranged by his parents
19)

Fill in the blanks with suitable preposition / prepositional
phrases given in the brackets.

2×1=2M

A) Many freedom fighters scarified their lives ___________ our Country
[ in case/ for the sake of / in place of ]
B) Ravi did not attend the school yesterday because he suffered
_______ fever [ of / with / from ]

20)

Fill in the blanks with suitable form of verbs given in brackets
2 × 1= 2 M
After I ________ (complete) my home work, I ________ (Sleep)

21)

Your friend is wasting time by chatting with friends. Your advise him
not

22)

to Waste time on Chatting

Change the following into a polite request

2M
2M

You to your friend, “Drop me at the bus stop”
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What does the following sentences mean?

2 × 1= 2M

Choose the right answer and write it in your answer book
i) Shall I use your mobile once ?
A) Making an offer

[

]

B) Making a request

[

]

C) Giving a permission [

]

D) Seeking permission [

]

ii) What about going for a walk ?
A) Advise
24)

[

]

B) Suggestion

[

]

C) Seeking information [

]

D) Giving permission

[

]

Read the paragraph and write the synonyms of the underlined
words Choosing from the words given in the box

4 x 1 = 4M

deviation, origin, variety, scarcity, designs, regularity
The forested mountains were the Source (a)of water and the source of
rain, so when you deforest you cause a shortage (b)of water and
change (c)of rainfall patterns (d)and therefore people are not able to
get food and water.
25)

Read the paragraph and match the words under ‘A’ with their
antonyms under ‘B” write your answers and their corresponding
numbers in the answer book

4 × 1 =4 M

The last (a)time the two friends (b)met, Ray was in hospital, on his
deathbed. It was a Sunday and Roberge true (c)to habit arrived (d)on
the dot at 9 am. He has grown so weak that he looked frail as child.
A

B

a)

last

[

]

1)

false

b)

friends

[

]

2)

enemies

c)

true

[

]

3)

strong

d)

arrived

[

]

4)

departed

[

]

5)

first

6)

over looked
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Fill in the blanks with the right form of the words given in the
brackets

4×1=4M

The Sense of ___________ (a) [ pride / proud ] sense of dignity that they
are not begging, that they are doing things for themselves was
very___________ (b) [empowering / empowerment]. That ____________
(c) [ transformation / transform] was very __________(d) [ Power /
Power full]
27) Complete the following spellings with ‘au,ue,oa,ei,ee,io’ 2 × 1 = 2M
Lethargy creeps in if the holiday contin __ __ s (a) over an extended
per __ __ d (b).
28) Complete the words with correct suffixes given in brackets 2 ×1=2M
Roberge does not endorse the accusa _________ ( tion / sion) of
Ray‟s detractors that the master direct ________ (or / er)
made his reputation selling India‟s poverty to the west.

29.

30.

Find the wrong spelt word and write the correct spelling 2×1=2M
a) programmer

buroeu

malicious lethargy

b) occurrence

perseverance

jewellery

begger

Ans:- _________
Ans:- _________

Read the following entry of the word ‘loyal’ given below 2x1=2M
Lethargy /ˈlɛθədʒi/ noun , a lack of energy and enthusiasm SYN
inactivity ; the doctor suspected that the patients depression and
lethargy were a result of seasonal affective disorder. OPP ; energy
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Now, answer the following questions using the information above
a) What is the part of speech of the word „ lethargy ‟ ?
b) Write the antonym of the word „ lethargy „?

31.

Arrange the following words under correct headings 8 × ¼ = 2 M
Papa, boo – boo,
helter – skelter,

32.

pitter – patter,
ha ha,

chuk- chuk,

mish – mash,

zig - zag.

Duplicative

Alliterative

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

Match the following one word substitutes in PART–A with their
meanings in PART -B

( Write only the number and their

corresponding letters in your answer book.)
Part - A

4×½=2M
Part - B

1)

Polyglot

[

]

a)

2)

intellectual

[

]

b)

A Person who abstains
from taking alcohol
A person or thing that
can not corrected
A person of good

3)

incorrigible

[

]

c)

understanding,
knowledge and
reasoning power

4)

versatile

A person who knows

[

]

d)

[

]

e)

One who believes in God

f)

One who possesses

many languages

many talents
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SECTION - C : CREATIVE EXPRESSION

33.
A)

Sarada forgot her name due to her scrubbing zeal . She felt sorry for
not remembering her name. She enquired everyone about her name,
but no use .Finally she asks her husband for her name while serving
the dinner.
Imagine the situation and write the possible conversation between
Sarada and her husband.

10M

(OR)
(B)

Murthy got high rank in IIT examination but his father refused to
send him to study at IIT. He felt sad and agreed to study in Mysore by
understand their family financial position.
Imagine that you are Murthy and write the diary entry expressing
your sadness for not joining at IIT.

34.
A)

The

Government

of

A.P

is being

implementing

Ammavodi

programme in all government schools. You also benefited by this
programme. You may felt very happy when received Ammavodi
amount .
So write a letter to your friend expressing your feelings regarding
Ammavadi programme

10M

(OR)
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B) Write the Biographical sketch of V.V.S laxman.
Full Name

:

Vangi Purapu Vekata Sai Laxman

Date of birth

:

Nov 1, 1974,
:

Parents

V. Shantaram and V. Satyabhama

Home town

:

6 feet

Qualification

:

Honorary Doctorate Degree

Batting style

:

Right Handed

Bowling style

:

Right arm off spin

Teams played for

:

India, Hyderabad, Lancashire,
Deccan Chargers, Kochi Tuskers
Kerala

Awards

:

Padmasri Award in 2011,
Arjun award in 2001
Wisdom Cricketer of the year (2002).

35.

Read the following passage carefully focusing on the underlined
parts
(A) The next day he went with his wife is the capital (A). The king was
pleased to see him and ordered the potter to lead the army (B) into
battle the next day (C). The enemy were not far from the fates of the
city. A splendid house (D) had been prepared for the potter and his
wife. The horse (E)which would carry him into battle was ready in the
stable.
Now, frame „WH‟ questions to get the underlined part as answers.
10 M
( OR )
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The famous international school Students favourite games

Study the pie chart and write the paragraph describing the
information in it.
* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
GOVT.OF ANDHRA PRADESH

MATHEMATICS
CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 100

Time : 03.15 hr.

SECTION - I
12×1 = 12 M
Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 1 Marks.
1.

Highest power of 2 that divides 80

2.

Statement (A):

Zero of the polynomial x  2 is 2

Statement (B):

Zero of the polynomial 2  x is 2

Choose the correct answer.
(i) Both A and B are true

(ii) A is true B is false

(iii) A is false B is true

(iv) Both A and B are false

3.

In ABC, AB2  BC 2  AC 2 then right angle is at _______

4.

A, B are disjoint then A  B = _____________

5.

In the below figure PA is tangent and POA  500 then OPA  ?
A
50 0

P

6.

0

Match the following:
(A)
(B)

1
Co sec 
1  Sin2

(C) tan(90   )

(i) Sin
(ii) Cot 
(iii) Cos

7.

If  th term of AP is 4+3n. find its 2nd term.

8.

In ABC B  900 Sin A  Cos C  ?

9.

2 x  3 y  4 and 3x  2 y  4 have unique solution True/False_________

10.

3
If tan   then Sin ? ( is acute)
4

11.

If a die is rolled find the probability that it is not 7.

12.

How far (3,4) from origin?
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SECTION - II
8×2 = 16 M

Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 2 Marks.
13.

If A=(2,5) and B=(4,7) are the end points of diameter of a circle then
find its centre.
O

14.

Two concentric

A

B

circles of radii 5cm and 3cm then find the

length of chord AB of bigger circle, which is tangent to smaller circle
is?
15.

If m  log2 5 and n  log215 then write log 2 3 in terms of m and n

16.

Check whether (2,3) is a solution of 3y-4x=1.

17.

If Mean of the data 4,11,16,8,x is 9 then find x.

18.

If two dice are rolled at a time then they will show both even numbers
list out all possible out comes.

19.

Draw a Venn diagram for A  B .

20.

Find the Median of the numbers 2,4,6,8,………………….,100.
SECTION - III
8×4 = 32 M

Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 4 Marks.
21.

If P  x   x 2  5x  6 find zeroes of P  x  .

22.

For what values of K that the linear equations have no solution
2x  3 y  4
Kx  2 y  5

23.

Find the centroid of the triangle formed by A (2,3) B(5,-4) and C(-1,7)

24.

Prove that the tangents drawn from an external point to a circle are
equal in length.
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Write the following in Roster form
1) A  {x / x is a prime number less than 10}
2) B  {x / x  n2 , n  N ,1  n  6}

Sin
1  Cos

 2Co sec
1  Cos
Sin

26.

Prove that

27.

In ABC, A, B, C are in AP then verify B  600 ?

28.

The angle of depressions of two points on either sides of a tower of
height h mtrs. are  ,  then draw a rough diagram.
SECTION - IV
5×8 = 40 M

Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 8 Marks.
(iii) Each Question has internal choice.
29.a) A={3,6,9,12,15,18,21}
B={4,8,12,16,20}
C={2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16}
D={5,10,15,20} then find
(B) B  C

(A) A  B

(C) C-D

(D) D-A

(OR)
b) Find the Mode of the following data
No. of
Cars

0-10

10-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

60-70

70-80

Frequency

7

14

13

12

20

11

15

8

30.a) Find the area of triangle formed by the vertices A(2,-3), B=(-5,4) and
C (-3,-2)
(OR)
b) Solve the system of equations
31.a) Prove that

2
3
4
9

 2 and

 1
x
y
x
y

5 is an irrational number
(OR)

b) If Sec   tan   p then prove that Sin  
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32.a) ₹700 can be distributed into 7 prizes so that each prize is ₹20 less
than the its preceding prize. Then find all the prizes.
(OR)
b) One card is drawn from a well shuttled pack of cards, then find the
probability of getting.
1) A king of black

2) A face Card

3) Queen of clubs

4) Not a diamond card

33.a) Draw a graph of p  x   x 2  x  6 and find the zeros of p  x 
(OR)
b)

Draw a pair of tangents to a circle of radius 5 cm from a point which
is 8cm away from its centre of circle.

.

* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
GOVT.OF ANDHRA PRADESH

MATHEMATICS
CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 100

Time : 03.15 hr.

SECTION - I
12×1 = 12 M
Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 1 Marks.
1.

log 2  log5 value is
(A) 10

2.

(B) 1

(C) 3

(D) 25

Write the set A  {x : x is a Natural number smaller than 6} in Roster
form.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Match the following
(i) The degree of P  x   x3  3x2  4 x  6

(a) -1

(ii) If p  x   t 3  1then P  0 

(b) 0

(iii) Sum of the zeroes of p  x   x 2  1

(c) 3

(A) i  c, ii  a, iii  b

(B) i  c, ii  b, iii  a

(C) i  b, ii  a, iii  c

(D) i  b, ii  c, iii  a

a1 b1
 then a1 x  b1 y  c1  0 and a2 x  b2 y  c2  0 are parallel
a2 b2
lines.
Statement Q: The general form of G.P is a, a+d, a+2d, a+3d ………..
(A) P-True, Q-True
(B) P-True, Q-False
(D) P-False, Q-False
(C) P-False, Q-True
In an A.P 3,1,-1,-3 ………….. common difference is ______________
The distance between the points (3,8) and (6,8) is _________ units.

Statement P : If

In aABC, AC 2  AB2  BC 2 then B  ______________
In the given figure which of the following is the tangent to the circle
B

A

X

R

O

P

Y

(A) AB
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9.

Cos 120  Sin 780 value is _________

10.

Given which of the following are True.
(i) The probability of an impossible event is 1
(ii) P(E) is the probability of any event E, Then O  P( E )  1

11.
12.

(iii) For any event E, P(E)+P( E )  1
(A) i, ii
(B) ii, iii
(C) i, iii
Mode of the data 2,6,4,5,0,2,1,2,3 is __________
If Co sec  Tan  5 Then Co sec  Tan  ___________

(D) i, iii, iii

SECTION - II
8×2 = 16 M
Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 2 Marks.
13. List all the subsets of A  {x, y, z}
14.
15.
16.
17.

Check whether – 2 and 2 are the zeroes of the polynomial x 4  16
Find the 10th term of an AP, 5,1,-3-7 …………….
Find the centroid of the triangle whose vertices are (3,-5), (-7,4) and
(10,-2).
A wire attached to vertical pole of height 18m is 24m long and has a
stake attached to the other end. How far from the base of the pole
should the stake be driven so that the wire will be taut.

18.

If Sin A  CosB, Then provethat A  B  900

19.

A person is flying a kite at an angle of elevation ' ' and the length of
the thread from the hand to kite is ‘l’ draw the diagram for this data.

20.

One card is drawn from a well shuffled deck of 52 cards. Calculate the
probability that the card will.
(i) be an ace

(ii) not be an ace
SECTION - III
8×4 = 32 M

Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 4 Marks.
21.

If 2x 1  31 x then find the value of x.

22.

An algebra text book has a total of 1382 pages. It is broken up two
parts, the second part of the book has 64 pages more than the first
part. How many pages are in each part of the book?

23.

Find the sum of the first 40 positive integers divisible by 6.
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Find the value of ‘k’ for which the points (7,-2), (5,1) and (3,k) are
collinear.

25.

A chord of a circle of radius 10 cm subtends a right angle at the
centre. Find the area of the corresponding (i) Minor segment and (ii)
Major segment  use   3.14  .

1  Sin A
 Sec A  Tan A.
1  Sin A

26.

Show that

27.

Write the formula to find Median of grouped data and explain each
term in it.

28.

Draw the Venn diagrams of the following
(i) A  B

(ii) A  B

(iv) A  B

(iii) A-B

SECTION - IV
5×8 = 40 M
Note: (i) Answer all the Questions.
(ii) Each Question carries 8 Marks.
(iii) Each Question has internal choice.
29.a) A  {x : x is a Natural number}

B  {x : x is an Even number}
C  {x : x is an Odd number}
D  {x : x is a Prime number) find
(ii) B  C

(i) A  B

(iii) A-B

(iv) B-D

(OR)
b)

The following distribution shows the daily pocket allowance of
children of a locality. The mean pocket allowance is ₹18. Find the
missing frequency ‘f’.
Daily
pocket
allowance
(in ₹)
Number
of
children
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6

9
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30.a) Prove that

3  5 is an irrational
(OR)

b) ABC is a right triangle, right angled at C. Let BC=a, CA=b, AB=c and
let p be the length of perpendicular from C on AB. Prove that (i) pc=ab
(ii)

1
1 1
 2 2
2
p
a b

31. a) The 4th term of a Geometric progression is

2
16
.
and the 7th term is
81
3

Find the Geometric progression.
(OR)
b) Find the coordinates of the points of trisection of the line segment
joining the points A  2, 2  and B  7, 4 
32.a) A box contain 5 red marbles, 8 white marbles and 4 green marbles.
One marble is taken out of the box at random. What is the probability
that the marble taken out will be (i) red

(ii) white

(iii) green

(iv)

not green
(OR)
b) The angle of elevation of a Jet plane from a point A on the ground is

600 . After a flight of 15 seconds, the angle of elevation changes to 300 .
If the jet plane is flying at a constant height of 1500 3 meter. Find the
speed of the jet plane.
33.a) Draw the graph of the polynomial p  x   x 2  x  12 and find zeroes.
Justify the answers.
(OR)
b) Draw a circle of radius 6cm. Form a point 10 cm away from its centre,
construct the pair of tangents of the circle.

* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
GOVT.OF ANDHRA PRADESH

PHYSICAL SCIENCE- PAPER –I
CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 50

Time : 03.15 hr.

Instructions:
1. There are four sections and 33 questions in the paper.
2. Answer should be written in a given answer sheets.
3. There is internal choice in section-IV.
4. Write all the questions visible & legibly.
5. 15 minutes are given for reading the question paper and 2.30 hours given
for answering questions
SECTION-I
Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries ½ mark
1.

12× ½ = 6 M

Aufbau principle is violated in ?
A) 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2

B) 1s2 2s2 2p6

C) 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s1

D) 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d1

2.

Calcium sulphate hemihydrates is called as ___________

3.

L-Shell : 8 : : __________ : 32

4.

When ice melts, its temperature

5.

6.

A) remains constant
B) increases
D) cannot say
C) decreases
The splitting of white light into different colours is called _________
A)scattering of light
B) dispersion of light
C)reflection of light
D)refraction of light
Choose the suitable answer of section-B with section-A
Section-B
Section-A
i) Water
a)2.42
ii)Diamond
b)1.50
c)1.33

7.

Electrons in the outermost orbit are called ____________

8.

P: The head lights of a car connected in series.
Q: Household electric appliances are connected in parallel.
Which of the following is correct?
A) Both P,Q are correct

B) Both P,Q are incorrect

C) P is correct, Q is incorrect

D) P is incorrect, Q is correct
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Galena is an ore of _________
A) Zn

B) Pb

C) Hg

D) Al

10. Write the value of the speed of light in vacuum.
11. Number of elements present in period - 2 of the long form of periodic
table.
A) 2
12.

B) 8

C) 18

D) 32

Assertion (A):A person standing on the land appears taller than his
actual height to a fish inside a pond
Reason (R):Light bends away from the normal as it enters air from
water
Which of the following is correct?
A) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A
B) Both A and R are true and R is not the correct explanation of A
C) A is true but R is false
D) A is false but R is true
SECTION-II

Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries 1 mark

8×1=8M

13. Why does not distilled water conduct electricity?
14. State Pauli’s exclusion principle
15. Ammalu wants make a lens in the class room. Which formula she used
to make a lens write it?
16. What happens to the water when wet clothes dry ?
17. Represent Calcium atom using Lewis notation.
18. Write the general configuration of noble gases.
19. Why does stars appear twinkling ?
20. The Doctor Advised to used 2D lens to correct eye defect. What is its
focal length?
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SECTION-III

Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries 2 marks

8 × 2 = 16 M

21. What is thermite process? Mention its applications in daily life?
22. How do you appreciate the working of Ciliary muscles in the eye ?
23. Predict the reasons for low melting point for covalent compounds when
compared with ionic compound.
24. A milkman adds a very small amount of baking soda to fresh milk. Why
does he shift the pH of the milk from 6 toslightly alkaline?
25. Specific heat values of different substances are given under
Substance

Lead

Brass

Copper

Iron

Aluminium

Specific heat

0.031

0.092

0.095

0.115

0.21

(cal/g- 0C)
i) Same quantity of water is taken in two vessels made with Copper and
Aluminium and same quantity ofheat is supplied.In which water gain
more heat?
ii) Write the formula of specific heat?
26. What are the materials required to find the focal length of bi-convex
lens in UV method
27. Two bulbs have ratings 100 W, 220V and 60 W, 220 . Which one has
the greatest resistance?
28. Define Dobereiner’s law of triads? Give one example
Section-IV
Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries 4 marks

5 × 4 = 20 M

29. Explain the formation of rainbow
(OR)
Explain the formation of mirages?
30. Explain the significance of three Quantum numbers in predicting the
positions of an electron in an atom.
(OR)
Write short notes on froth floatation process?
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31. Suggest an experiment to prove that the rate of evaporation of a liquid
depends on its surface area and vapour already present in surrounding
air.
(OR)
State Ohm’s law. Suggest an experiment to verify it and explain the
procedure.
32. Observe the figure and answer the questions

a)What is the hybridization present in BF3 ?
b)What is the shape of BF3?
c) What is the bond angle present in BF3 ?
d) What is the name of the molecule?
(OR)
An element has atomic number is 17 Answer the following questions
A)What is the valance of the element?
B) Which period and which group the element belongs?
C)What are the number of valence electrons in the element?
D)Is it metal or non-metal?
33. Draw a diagram of arrangement of apparatus for the reaction of acids
with metals
(OR)
Draw ray diagrams for the convex lens following positions and explain
the nature and position of image.
A) Object is placed between F2 and2F2
B) Object is placed at F2
* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
GOVT.OF ANDHRA PRADESH

PHYSICAL SCIENCE- PAPER –I
CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 50

Time : 03.15 hr.

Instructions:
1. There are four sections and 33 questions in the paper.
2. Answer should be written in a given answer sheets.
3. There is internal choice in section-IV.
4. Write all the questions visible & legibly.
5. 15 minutes are given for reading the question paper and 2.30 hours given
for answering questions
SECTION-I
Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries ½ mark

12× ½ = 6 M

1.

Write the relation between C.G.S unit of heat and S.I unit of heat

2.

Complete the following equation
Acid + Base  Salt + _______

3.

Choose the suitable answers of Section B with Section A
Section A

Section B

1. Formula for Snell’s Law

P) n2 /n1 = Sin r / Sin i

2. At critical angle, the angle of refraction

Q) n1 /n2 = Sin r/ Sin i
R) 900
S) 600

4.

If l = 1 for an atom then the number of orbitals in its sub-shell is _____

5.

P:

Light ray passing along the principal axis is undeviated.

Q:

Light ray passing through the focus is undeviated.

6.

A) P, Q both are correct

B) P is correct, Q is incorrect

C) P in correct, Q is correct

D) P, Q both are incorrect

Which of the following is the most active metal?
A) Lithium

7.

8.

B) Sodium

C) Potassium

D) Rubidium

Which lens is concave?
Lens

Focal length (cm)

A

+20

B

-15

Who proposed the electronic theory of valence?
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Which part of eye helps to change the focal length of eye lens?

10. Which furnace is used for Calculations and Roasting?
11. Joule/ Coulomb is same as
A) 1-watt

B) 1-volt

C) 1-amp

D) 1-ohm

12. Which of the following molecule doesn’t have sp3 hybridisation
CH4, BF3, NH3, H2O
SECTION-II
Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries 1 mark

8×1=8M

13. Madhuri mother stored pickles in a metal vessel. Madhuri told her not
to store pickle in a metal vessel. Guess the reason?
14. Refractive index of glass relative to water is 9/8. What is the refractive
index of water relative to glass?
15. Out of 3d and 4s, which has more (n+l) value ? Explain
16. Represent the molecule H2O using Lewis notation
17. Why do tungsten is used in filament?
18. Mention two methods which produce very pure metals.
19. What is the role of rods and cones in human eye?.
20. What is a lens ?
SECTION-III
Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries 2 marks

8 × 2 = 16 M

21. What are the materials required to find the specific heat of solids
experimentally ?
22. What are the limitations of Ohm’s law.
23. Plaster of Paris should be stored in moisture – proof container. Explain
why?
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24. An element is an atom has the following set of four quantum numbers
n

l

ml

ms

2

0

0

+1/2

i) Name of the element

ii) Which orbital it belong to

25. What is the reason behind the shining of diamonds and how do you
appreciate it ?
26. Why does the sky sometimes appear white?
27. An element has atomic number 19. Where would you expect this
element in the periodic table and why?
28. Define the terms

i) gauge

ii) flux

SECTION-IV
Note: 1. Answer all the questions
2. Each question carries 4 marks

5 × 4 = 20 M

29. Write the differences between evaporation and boiling?
(OR)
The focal length of a converging lens is 20cm. An object is 60cm from
the lens. Where will the image be formed and what kind of image it?
30. Observe the refractive indices of materials and answer the following
questions
Material

Air

Ice

Water

Kerosene

Benzene

1.0003

1.31

1.33

1.44

1.50

medium
Refractive
index

Rock
salt
1.54

Ruby

Diamond

1.71

2.42

a) Write the SI unit of Refractive index
b) What happens to the speed of light when light is passing from Water
to Rock salt
c) In the table, in which material medium speed of light is less?
d) Whether the refracted ray bends towards normal or away from the
normal when light ray travelled from Water to Kerosene
(OR)
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Observe the figure and answer the questions

a) Are all the resistors connected in series or parallel?
b) What is the equivalent resistance of the combination of three
resistors?
c) In this system, which physical quantity is constant?
d) If R1= 2 Ω, R2= 3 Ω and R3=6 Ω, then find equivalent resistance.
31. Compounds such as alcohols and glucose contain hydrogen but are not
categorized as acids. Describe an activity to prove it.
(OR)
Suggest an experiment to prove that the presence of air and water are
essential for corrosion. Explain the procedure.
32. What is hybridisation? Explain the formation BeCl2 molecules using
hybridisation
(OR)
Define the modern periodic Law. Discuss the construction of the long
form of the periodic table.
33. Draw the diagrams showing the eye defect of Myopia and correction
with suitable lens
(OR)
Draw the Moeller diagram showing the increasing order of (n+l) values.

* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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General Science-II (Biology)
CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 50

Time : 02.45 hr.

SECTION-1
Note: (1) Answer All questions

12 × ½ = 6 M

(2) Each question carries ½ mark
1.

Identify the correct statement
(i) Oxygen combines with haemoglobin to form oxy haemoglobin
(ii) Haemoglobin has magnesium
(A) (i) & (ii) wrong (B) (i) Correct (C) (ii) Correct (D) (i) & (ii) Correct

2.

Chemical name of vitamin B3 is _________

3.

Find the mistake in following sentence and rewrite it
Cytokinin helps to closing of Stomata

4.

Identify the given logo

(A) Reduce
5.

(B) Recycle

(C) Reuse

(D) a and b

Arrange the following sentences in order
1) Gaseous exchange at tissue level
2) Breathing
3) Gaseous exchange at lungs level
4) Gas transport by blood
5) Cellular respiration
(A) 2-3-5-4-1
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Identify correct pair
(A) Stethoscope - Renelennec
(B) valves in blood vessels – Marcello Malpighi
(C) blood capillaries – William Harvey

7.

______________ percentage of cultivable land around the world is
irrigated in Drip irrgation method

8.

Annelida : Nephridia : : Mollusca : ____________________

9.

Latha wants to conduct an experiment to prove oxygen release during
Photosynthesis. Which of the following materials required
(A)Hydrilla plant, Test tube, Funnel
(B) KoH, Transparent bottle, funnel
(C) Transparent bottle, funnel, hydrillaplant
(D) KOH, Test tube, Funnel

10.

He is an English physiologist. He coined the term Harmone.
Who is he?

11.

Why does the position of right kidney is lower than the left kidney

12.

The liquid portion after formation of blood clot is called ____________
SECTION-II

Note: (1) Answer All questions

8×1 =8M

(2) Each question carries 1 mark
13.

What is meant by ‘NICHE’

14.

Fill the following flow chart of food chain

Primary
Consumer
15.

Tertiary
Consumer

What happens if there is no mitochondria in the cell ?
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16.

Label the parts A and B in the given diagram

17.

If a mother Cell with 46 chromosome devides by moesis what is the
number of Chromosomes in daughter cell

18.

What is tissue fluid?

19.

What are the parts of malpighian body of nephron?

20.

What is meant by parthenogenesis?
SECTION – III

Note: (1) Answer All questions

8 × 2 = 16 M

(2) Each question carries 2 mark
21.

Why did mendal had choosen garden pea for his experiment?

22.

Fill up the following flow chart of Transport of urine
Bowman’s
Capsule

Pelvis

Loop of
henle

DCT

Urinary
bladder

23.

Write down the functions of medulla oblongata of barin.

24.

(A) What is root pressure?
(B) What are the materials required to conduct an experiment to
prove root Pressure?
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Observe the given diagram and answer the following questions

(A) labell the parts X and Y
(B) What is the function of Chloroplast?
26.

What methods you suggest to conserve forests?

27.

Why do pyramid of biomass is inverted in aquatic ecosystem ?

28.

What are the hormones secreted by pituitary gland ?
SECTION - IV

Note: Answer all the questions

5 × 4 = 20 M

(ii) Each question has internal choice
(iii) Each question carries four marks.
29.

(A)

Write down the differences between analogous and homologous
organs with examples
(OR)

(B)

Fossil fuels, soil and biodiversity are non-renewable resources.
Write few conservation methods for each.

30.

(A)

How is using of Toxic material like Chemical pesticides affecting
the ecosystem. Write a short note on bioaccumulation and
biomagnification
(OR)

(B)

Raju got an injury while playing. He observed the blood clots in
few minutes. What is the mechanism in clotting of blood
explain.
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Answer the following questions:

(A) what is the aim of following experiment
(B) What is the chemical substance used in this experiment and what
its role
(C) Why should we destarch leaves before conducting experiment
(OR)
(B) How do you conduct an experiment to prove Heat release during
respiration
32.

(A)

Fill up the given table with required information
Vitamin

Deficiency disease

Symptoms

B1
K
A
B3
(OR)
(B)

Observe the given table and answer the following questions
Sl. No

Name of the phyto hormone

1

Cyto kinin

2

gibberelin

3

Auxin

4

Ethylene

5

Abscisic acid
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(i) Which pyto hormone helps to delaying age of leaves
(ii) What are the functions of abscise acid
(iii) Which is the function of EThylene
(iv) What is phyto hormone

33.

Observe the given diagram and answer the following questions

(A) Name the organs marked with X and Y
(B) What is ovulation?
(C) What are the four layers present in embryo
(D) What is the function of amniotic fluid ?
(OR)
(B) Draw a neatly labelled diagram of internal structure of kidney.

* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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CLASS-X

Max. Marks: 50

Time: 02.45 min.

SECTION-1
Note: (1) Answer All questions

2×½=6M

(2) Each question carries ½ mark
1.
2.

I am a pigment that can capture sunlight for photosynthesis, who am
I?
Identify the correct statement
(i) Mountain top removal method helps to conserve minerals
(ii) Contour strip cropping is a good soil conservation method

3.

(A) (i) is correct

(B) (ii) is correct

(C) both (i) & (ii) are correct

(D) Both (i) & (ii) are wrong

Right auriculo-ventricular septum: Tricuspid valve
Left auriculo- ventricular septum: _______________

4.

Ramu has written an incorrect stament. Rewrite the correct statement
Renette cells are excretory organs in Nematoda organisms.

5.

Each ATP molecule gives ___________ calories of energy

6.

Dutch plantphysiologit discovered first plant hormone Auxin.
who is he?

7.

Identity incorrect pair
(A) Tripsin - pancriatic juice
(B) pepsin - Intestinal juice
(C) ptyalin – Saliva

8.

Write the example for micro irrigation method.

9.

Read the following flowchart and fill up the blank

Food
10.

Mouth

Pharynx

Which of the following part of brain contain centre for vasomotor
activities.
(A) Medulla oblangata (B) Diencephalon (C) Mid brain (D) cerebellum

11.

I carry oxygenated blood from lungs to left auricle of heart. Who am I ?

12.

Expand ESRD?
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SECTION-II

Note: (i) Answer as the questions

8×1=8 M

(ii) Each question carries
13.

1 Mark

Write any two materials required to conduct lab activity to observe
internal structure of kidney.

14.

1000 kg of phytoplankton required to produce 100 kg of zooplankton.
Then how much Fish is required to make one kg of human tissue

15

Labell the parts marked with x and y

16.

Write any food chain that consist Four Trophic levels.

17.

What is meant by root pressure?

18.

What is meant by thigmotropism?

19.

Define Heridity

20.

Write any two plants which propagate new plant through stolons.
SECTION – III

Note: (i) Answer as the questions

8 × 2=16M

(ii) Each question carries
21.

Conservation of fossil fuels is our responsibility write any four ideas to
conserve fossil fuels.

22.

Fill up the following checker board of monohybrid experiment and
Witte its Genotype ratio
Y

y

Y
y
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23.

Write difference between Arteries and veins?

24.

Observe this table and answer the following.

A) Why Carbon dioxide percentage has raised in exhaled air?
B) In the above table why there is no change in nitrogen percentage?
25.

What is meant by bio magnification?

26.

Read the following table and answer the given questions

Enzyme

Digestive juice

product

Bile

Bile juice

Emulsification of Fats

Ptyalin

Saliva

maltose

(A)What is Emulsification?
(B) Which nutrient digested by ptyalin.
27.

Latha collected alkaloid plants namely opium and snak root. She
Wants to know the scientific names and uses of these plants. Write
And give information

28.

You have conducted an activity holding a falling stick in your
Class room to understand Rapidity of responses. Write the procedure
in brief.
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SECTION - IV

Note: Answer all the questions
(ii) Each question has internal choice

5 x 4 = 20m

(iii) Each question carries four marks.
29

(A) Observe the given diagram and answer the following questions

1) What is the aim of the experiment?
2) Why should we use liquid paraffin wax in experiment
3) Write the material required to conduct the experiment
4) Which is indicator used in experiment to test the presence of
oxygen.
(OR)
(B) How do you prove sunlignt is neccessary for photosynthesis in
autotrophs.
30

(A) Write down the different biological and effective methods of pest
control to reduce usage of chemical pesticides.
(OR)
(B)

conservation

of

environment

is

important

for

Sustainable

development. what is the role of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Recover
to save environment. Explain about each method with examples.
31

(A) Explain the process of to understand mono hybrid cross of mendal
Experiment on pea plants with a checker board
(OR)
(B)

write

the

differences

between

photo

chemical

phase

and

biosynthetie Phase
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(A) Read the following table and answer the given questions
Sl. No

Name of the hormone

1

Somatorophin

2

Luteinizing hormone

3

Follicle stimulating hormone

4

Testosterone

5

Adrenalin

6

Oestrogen

(i) What are the hormones released by pituitary gland
(ii) Which hormone responsible for secretion of Testosterone
(iii) What are the functions of Adrenalin?
(OR)
(B) Read the following table and answer the given questions
Name of the secondary

uses

metabolites
Tannis

Tanning

Latex

Rubber, bio-diesel

Resin

Varnish

Gums

Medicine, food

(i) Write any two plant which produce gums
(ii) What is the scientific name of rubber plant
(iii) Which part of Jetropha plant is used to produce Bio - diesel
(iv) what is meant by secondary metabolites
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Draw a neatly labelled diagram of ' Internal structure of heart’
(OR)

(B)

Observe the given diagram and answer the following questions

1. Name the x and y
2. what is meant by double fertilization
3. Which part of carpel develop into seed after fertilization
4. What are the parts of embryo.
.
* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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SOCIAL STUDIES
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Max. Marks: 100

Time : 03.15 hr.

Instructions:
1. 15 minutes of time is allotted for reading the question paper in addition to
3.00 hours for writing the answers.
2. All the answers should be written in the separate answer booklet.
3. There are four sections in the question paper.
4. There is internal choice in Section IV.
5. In the question No. 33, Both A & B (India map and world map) should be
answered separately.
SECTION - I
Note:

12 × 1 = 12 M

1. Answer all the questions.
2. Each question carries 1 mark

1.

Expand G.M.T.

2.

Find the mismatched

3.



New Delhi

-

28.60 N



Leh

-

24.080 N



Chennai

-

13.10 N

The Ganga has twin sources. The main one is the Gangotri glacier. The
other one is __________

4.

Based on the relationship between the items in the first pair, fill up the
blank in the second pair.
Medicines : Ranbaxy

5.

6.

::

Nuts and bolts : .........................

Match the following
i) Resignation of Congress Ministries

(

)

a) 1939

ii) Formation of Muslim League

(

)

b) 1942

iii) Cripps Mission

(

)

c) 1906

National Food Security Act was made in the year .................... (Fill up
the blank)

7.

How many members were there in the Constituent Assembly of India
after partition of the country?
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Which of the following statement is incorrect?
A) State Regorganisation Commission was appointed in 1956
B) Fazl Ali, K.M.Panikkar, Hridaynath Kunzru were the members of
State Reorganisation Commission.
C) 14 states and 6 union territories were created according the State
Reorganisation Act.

9.

Who was the first Non Congress Prime Minister of India?

10. Name the person in the below picture.

11. Observe the below graph and answer the question.

Question:- How much was GDP in the year 2009-10?
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12. Name any two countries occupied by Germany during World War-II.

SECTION – II
Note:

1. Answer all questions.
2. Each question carries 2 Mark.

8 × 2 = 16 M

13. How many categories does the Census of India group the working
population into? What are they?
14. When was Triple Entente formed? Who were the members of it?
15. Write any two effects of Great Depression.
16. We notice that the number of females in India has consistently been
lower than that of men. This female/ male ratio, the „sex ratio‟ is a
cause of concern since it indicates a hidden form of discrimination.
Question:- Do you think discrimination affects sex ratio? Write your
opinion.
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17. Draw a bar graph using the data given in the below table.

18. How does deforestation affect global warming?
19. Observe the map and answer the questions.

(i) In which state is the Coorg now?
(ii) When was Andhra State formed?
20. Make a pamphlet on the uses of “coarse cereals”.
SECTION – III
Note: 1. Answer all questions.
2. Each question carries 4 Marks.

8 x 4 = 32

21. Plateau regions in India do not support agriculture as much as the
plain regions. What are the reasons for this?
22. What main criterion is used by the World Bank in classifying different
countries? What are the limitations of the above criterion, if any?
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23. How did the idea of nation states and nationalism influence desire for
war during World Wars?
24. What are the provisions laid in the constitution to facilitate social
change?
25. Answer the following questions based on the information given in this
table.
1917
1917
1917
1917
1917
1918

March 8
March 2
March 12
October 24
November 7
February 1

(i)

Women took out a procession in St. Petersburg
Tsar abdicated the power in Russia
February Revolution took place in Russia
Bolshevik uprising in Petrograd
October Revolution took place in Russia
Russia followed the Julian calendar until
February 1918.
Why did women take out a procession in St. Petersburg?

(ii)

Who was the Tsar who abdicated the power?

(iii) What calendar did Russia follow until 1 February 1918?
(iv) When did Bolsheviks revolt against the provisional government?
26. Observe the map and answer the following questions.

(i)

What are the two tributaries that join the river Brahmaputra?

(ii)

Write any two tributaries of the river Yamuna.

(iii) What is called Brahmaputra in Tibet?
(iv) Name any two states through which the river Ganga flows.
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27. Write a para appreciating the efforts taken for water conservation in
Hiware Bazar.
28. What qualities of V.P.Sing do you appreciate?
SECTION - IV
Note:

5 × 8 = 40 M

1. Answer all the questions.
2. Each question carries 8 marks.

29. Describe the Indo-Gangetic Plain.
(OR)
Compare different points of view about Great Depression, which one
would you agree with?
30. Observe the below pie charts and answer the questions.

(a) Look at the above pie charts and make a table
(b) (i) Why is the share of agriculture sector declined from
1972-73 to 2009-2010?
(ii) Which sector‟s share is doubled from 1972-73 to 2009-2010?
(iii) How many percentage of workers were engaged in both Service
and industrial sectors during 2009-2010?
(iv) What is the share of employment of service sector
during 1972- 73?
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(OR)

Observe the below graph and answer the questions..

(a) Look at the above graph and make a table
(b) (i) How many times did the military expenditure increase from 1880
to 1914?
(ii) How much amount was expended on the military in the year 1890?
(iii) What are the great powers whose military expenditure led to the
armaments race?
(iv) What would be the effect of the armaments race in your opinion?
31. “The climate of India is strongly influenced by the monsoon winds. The
sailors who came to India during olden days noticed the regular
periodic reversal of winds. They used these winds to sail towards the
Indian coast. Arab traders named this seasonal reversal of wind system
„monsoon‟.”
Question:- Comment on the influence of the monsoon winds on
India.
(OR)
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“By 1941 Japan had begun expanding into South East Asia and there
was clear threat to Indian territories as well. The British had to get
Indian people to back the war against Japan etc..
Q) What did the British do to get the support of Indian people and
what were the consequences of it?
32. How does the globalisation affect India?
(OR)
What are the different roles done by United Nations in order to build
peace in the world?
33. Locate the following on India map.
1) The river Krishna
2) The mountains that form north edge of Deccan Plateau
3) Indira Point
4) The state in which the river Ganga originates
(OR)
5) Delhi
6) The islands formed due to the coral reefs
7) The river Mahanadi
8) The state in which the Sun rises first
AND
Locate the following on World map.
1) Moscow
2) The country that was defeated in the Battle of Stalingrad
3) Ukraine
4) The sea that separates Europe and Africa
(OR)
5) New York
6) The largest country that located in both Europe and Asia
7) Rome
8) The country on which Germany invaded on 1 September 1939
* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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SOCIAL STUDIES
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Max. Marks: 100

Time : 03.15 hr.

Instructions:
1. 15 minutes of time is allotted for reading the question paper in addition to
3.00 hours for writing the answers.
2. All the answers should be written in the separate answer booklet.
3. There are four sections in the question paper.
4. There is internal choice in Section IV.
5. In the question No. 33, Both A & B (India map and world map) should be
answered separately.
SECTION - I
Note:

12 × 1 = 12 M

1. Answer all the questions.
2. Each question carries 1 mark

1.

Expand I.M.R.

2.

Find the correctly matched

3.

A. Agriculture Sector

-

Mining

B. Industrial Sector

-

Milk Vendor

C. Service Sector

-

Potter

Find the odd one out
Indira Gandhi; NeelamSanjeeva Reddy; Morarji Desai; V.P.Singh

4.

Based on the relationship between the items in the first pair, fill up the
blank in the second pair.
Brahmaputra : Himalayan River : : Godavari : .........................

5.

6.

Match the following
State

Sex Ratio

i) Haryana

(

)

a) 1000 : 1034

ii) Kerala

(

)

b) 1000 : 993

iii) Andhra Pradesh

(

)

c) 1000 : 879

Recommended food intake of per day in Urban areas ....................
Kilocalories(Fill up the blank)

7.

Who coined the name Pakistan?
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Which of the following statement is correct?
A.

Amending the articles of the Constitution can be initiated by either
Parliament or any State Assembly

B.

Constitutional Amendment Bill need not be approved by the
President of India.

C.
9.

Certain basic principles of the Constitution cannot be amended.

How many percentage of seats in Lok Sabha won by Indian National
Congress Party in first three general elections?

10. Which organization does the following emblem belong to?

11. Observe the below graph and answer the question.

Question:-What does the above graph show?
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12. Observe the below map and answer the question.

Question:- From which month do south-west monsoons withdraw
from Punjab?
SECTION – II
Note: 1. Answer all questions.
2. Each question carries 2 Mark.

8 × 2 = 16 M

13. Differentiate between IST and GMT?
14. What were the territorial penalties imposed on Germany in the Treaty of
Versailles?
15. Who were the Indian who were inspired by the experience of USSR and
what aspects of communism did they not agree?
16. The above evidence indicates that not everyone has benefited from
globalisationPeople with education, skill and wealth have made the best
use of the newopportunities. On the other hand, there are many people
who have not shared thebenefits.
Question:-Read the above para and comment it.
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17. Observe the graph and answer the questions.

i) How many articles were there in the draft constitution?
ii) How many times the constitution was amended till 2013?
18. Why should ground water be considered a common pool resource?
19. Observe the map and answer the questions.

(i)What is the northernmost latitude of India?
(ii) Name any one state through which Tropic of Cancer passes?
20. Write a small para appreciating Subhash Chandra Bose.
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SECTION – III
Note: 1. Answer all questions.
2. Each question carries 4 Marks.

8 × 4 = 32 M

21. Describe the relationship between increase in food production and food
security.
22. Distinguish between population growth and population change.
23. What are the silent features of the 42nd Amendment?
24. Write about the “Collective Farms”.
25. Draw a bar graph based on the information given in this table.

26. Observe the map and answer the following questions.
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(i)

What side did Japan fight on in the Second World War?

(ii)

Write any two countries that were under Japanese control in 1942.

(iii) What is the current name of Burma?
(iv) Which continent did much of the area under Japanese controlbelong
to?
27. Make a pamphlet on the need of peace.
28. Write a letter explaining the role of public facilities in development?
SECTION - IV

5 × 8 = 40 M

Note: 1. Answer all the questions.
2. Each question carries 8 marks.
29. Describe India’s climate controls.
(OR)
Make a list of various reasons for the Partition of the country
30. Observe the below pie charts and answer the questions.

(a) Look at the above pie chart and make a table
(b) (i) What party formed the government in 1952?
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(ii) How many seats were there in the First Lok Sabha?
(iii) Which part was the second largest party in the First Lok Sabha?
(iv) How many independents were elected for the Lok Sabha in 1952?
(OR)
Observe the below graph and answer the questions..

(a) Look at the above graph and make a table
(b) (i) What is sex ratio?
(ii) What would be the reason for highest sex ratio in 1951?
(iii) What is the sex ratio in 2011?
(iv) In which year the sex ratio is least?
31. Identify and list arguments that would support or oppose use of
groundwater in various contexts, such as agriculture, industry etc.
(OR)
The FirstWorld War broke out in 1914 – it was truly a World War as
virtually no countrywas left untouched by it from Japan and China in
the East to the US in the West. Itended in the defeat of Germany and
its allies and in the victory of Britain andFrance in 1918. The onditions
of peace that followed only created the seeds of another and more
deadly war from 1939 to 1945
Q) The conditions of peace that followed only created the seeds of
another and more deadly war from 1939 to 1945. Explain it.
32. What are the provisions of the National Food Security Act?
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(OR)

By the end of the 20th century there is only one single power that
dominates the world. In this context what do you think would be the
role of NAM?
33. Locate the following on India map.
1) The river Ganga
2) The Plateau which is rich in minerals
3) The Vindhya Ranges
4) The state in which Chilka lake is located
(OR)
5) Shimla
6) The city in which National Institute of Nutrition is located
7) The Nilgiri hills
8) The southernmost tip of peninsular plateau
AND
Locate the following on World map.
1) Paris
2)The country in which Atom Bombs were dropped
3)Portugal
4) The country which Woodrow Wilson belongs to
(OR)
5) St. Peters Berg
6) The Country which was greatly affected by Great Depression
7) China
8) The country which colonized India
* * * * ALL THE BEST * * * *
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